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ABSTRACT

The effective potential in scalar QFT is calculated in the non-standard

perturbative methods and compared with the conventional loop expansion. In

the space time dimensions 0 and 1 the results are compared with the "exact"

effective potential obtained numerically,

\ <f theory i s non-interacting.

In k dimensions we show that
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The effective potential (EP) Has been Introduced [1] In Quantum Field

Tneory, in order to study tne spontaneous symmetry breaking induced by

scalar fields. Usually, the effective potential, as a function of the

vacuum expectation values of the scalar fields, is calculated in the loop

expansion [£]. However, it was pointed out 13), that the loop expansion

breaks down for tlie values of the field in the region where the classical

potential is non-convex. Uierefore the conventional loop expansion is not

useful to investigate the shape of the effective potential, wnen the sym-

metry is expected to be spontaneously broken.

In this work we will study tine applicability of some non-standard pertur-

bative methods in this case. We limit ourselves to the theory of the real

scalar field in n-comensional Euclidean space with \t interaction and we

conpare the results of the:

A. Conventional Loop Expansion <LE)

B. Interpolated Loop Expansion (ILE)

C. Optimized Perturbation Expansion (OP)

D. Mean Field Expansion (MF) ,

As discussed in section II, in all these expansions the generating func-

tional In OFT is calculated, applying the steepest descent method. They

differ, as the subintegral expression is j-epresented in various forms. In

the section III we will study the dimension n=O and 1, when the theory is

finite, and the "exact" results can be calculated numerically. We will

compare the effective potential evaluated in tne above approximations with

the numerical result. In the section IV the scalar Q F T in 4 dimensions is

studied in these approximations, and the arguments for the triviality of

the renomallzed theory are given.
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1 1 . FORMAL MKLHQDS OF EVALUATION OF THL1 EHVtETlVE

B B scalar field theory with the classical action in n-dimensional

Euclidean space given by

SC$} = Jdnx [!5Wi-datmE)4(x|*144(x)] (l)

can be quantized by representing the generating functional for Green func-

tions as the path integral over the fields

Z[J]=JDO exp|-E[S]+Jdnx J(x)etx)]-. (2)

•me Schwinger functional W[J];ln Z[J] generates the connected Green func-

tions, and i t can be proved t*], that

w(J)= -
(x)-const

(3)

is the vacuum energy density for the system interacting with the constant

source J,

The effective action, being the generating functional for one particle

irreducible (1PI) Green functions, is defined as

>4iere tins background field

<>lx) = ̂ L _ J D S 5(X) exp{-si$3+Jdnx J(x)Su)} (5)

is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the scalar field. As the Legendre

transform, the effective action fulfills

(6)

therefore it should be stationary In the physical theory, 1*>en the sources

are absent. Only constant background fields can describe the true vacuum,

since the translatlonal lnvarlance is not expected to be bronen. Hence the

true VEV can be found as the stationary point of the effective potential,

defined as

-3-
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"Hie EP can be shown to be convex 14]. If its stationary point is at v,

true

different from zero, the syranetry is spontaneously broken and the effective

potential is not defined for * <f >
t r u e t*i

 61 • The non-convex part of the EP

indicates the unstabiiity of the vacuum for corresponding « 15). Tlus

Interval should be deleted from the domain of definition of the EP.

However, every value of 9 from this interval can toe obtained for non-

homogeneous system, when the vacuum Is a linear conciliation of the states,

in which the expectation value of the scalar field, equals the value of

*, for ltfiich the EP inflects (Maxwell construction). Tne energy density in

the absence of the sources can be expressed as

W(O)=Y(<> ) (6)

Below, as usual, for notational simplicity we shall suppress the space

arguments and the integrations over them.

A. ine conventional loop expansion

Usually, the generating functional

ZIJ] = /DO exp[ ^ [~S[$)+ JO]]- (9)

is calculated by the steepest descent method. The PlancK constant, retained

In the exponent, is the dlmenslonful quantity, therefore it cannot be

thought of as a small parameter giii in natural units), but as a formal

parameter of the expansion. Therefore, to each order, the result should be

verified, showing that the higher order contributions-are really small,

Upon translating the integration variable a toy «> chosen to satisfy the

classical equations of motion

<JS
(10)



and rescaling by Ji , the exponential Is expanded into Taylor series, giving

M-2-4

me effective action, to each order m fi, can be obtained using the

implicit definit ion <4)-(&). I t can be proved [2], that re*] to the order k

is a sum of K-loop 1P1 vacuum Feynman diagrams In tHe theory with the mass

(mE+i2W ) \ quart lc vertex a>±x and cubic vertex 24\*>. For the constant

source, the energy density w(J) and the effective potent ia l V(?) can be

expressed in terms of ordinary integrals in momentum space. To the order ti

one has

ln(p
Z 2 2

+m V12X<)

and

vrtiere

,= fS •
(HIT)1

(12)

(13)

i s tiie classical VKV, and l> I s the VEV to the order ft.

H. interpolated loop expansion

As pointed out by Fujimoto, O'Raiieartaigh and Par rav ic ln i [3], the loop

expansion i s v a l i d only if the Gaussian in tegra l s in ( l l ) converge, I .e .

tlie operator

f-o'V^ d(x-y)

1s positive definite, i .e . the classical potential i s convex. In the case

rthen we expect the reflectional symmetry to be broKen spontaneously (rn <0),

the classical potential is double well (W) shaped and the operator (13) is

not positive, definite for v <-m /12X. Tlie imaginary part of ttie effective

potential, appearing in the order ii (12), is a signai of the failure of the

loop expansion m this range ot <p.

In th is case, the interpolated loop expansion, which taKes into account

the contributions of a l l minima of SL'pJ-J'P, has been proposed L3], The

range o± integration in (y) is divided into two regions and the Taylor

expansion is made about each mimnum (c and * }. Atterwar-ds, Gaussian

integrals are performed over' all range, arguing that the main contribution

comes from the neighbourhood o± tiie nunura.

7'o the first order the energy density toecocnes

w(J)= •—- in [expj-V^i;^]- Jdnx * e x p j ^ ( ^ j - Jt^x ] (I-)
n

The interpolated one loop potential [3] coincides with the conventional

V (?) in the region where the latter is convex, and in the region between

its inflexion points is given by

0 O 0 0

1 2
b oJ + "o o l nt"6 J h (16)

O O
where ^ and * are the minima of the classical potential. The interpolated

one loop result is real and convex m agreement with the general proof i»

and lattice calculations [tl, and becomes a straight Hue (Maxwell

construction) m the infinite volume limit.

We want to point out that from this approximate result we cannot conclude

the true effective potential is very flat with the minimum -tor r---0



(synrretry unbroken) or it is not defined in the region Setween the true

minima (symmetry spontaneously broken).

Moreover, this method is applicable only it' the minirna of the classical

potential are far apart, and taKing their contitoution independently dees

not introduce Ure double counting. If m approaches zero, the Interpolated

loop expansion breaks down, as does the conventional loop expansion.

C. Optimized perturbation expansion

Nambu and Jcma-Lasinio, in ttieir study of the dynamical breaking of the

chiral mvamance I/O proposed to modify the bare mass in <*"T to maKe tne

radiative corrections to tne self-energy vanish, Using a similar tricK in

the calculation of the effective action, we can generate a series with, all

terms ijeing converging tiaussian integrals, in tfte whole range of v, even

for m <O, writing tne classical action as

wnere the parameter £ has been introduced to identify the order of the

(17)

perturbation and Is set equal to one at -one end. Choosing *> to fulfill tne

classical equation of motion for the modified action

we apply the steepest descent method to the functional Z[J]

(18)

•fl 2)**[-£-

"exp {" 5

<**,,

*

K3 1
Q "377 1̂ =

<S< (19)

'ihe Gaussian integrals converge, as long as we choose

tive everywhere, and we obtain tne series

to be posi-

ZLJ]=exp|'- | ̂ t - ^

(20)

To the K-th order in t, 2[J] can be found as the sum of all vacuum

diagrams with K interactions in the theory with the mass Q(x), quartlc

vertex 24X, cubic vertex Z1\p , and quadratic vertex (ft -m -l£X« ), vtiere

« 0 is the classical VEV of the scalar field.

•Qie auxiliary field il(x) has been introduced in such a way, that Z[J)

does not depend on than. Hovever, in the truncated series the dependence on

Q(x) appears. We can take advantage of the freedom of choosing li(x) to

produce the optimized perturbation (OP) expansion L°]. Guided by

Stevenson's Principle of Minimal Sensitivity [9], we require tne K-th order

approxiinant of the inysical quantity W[j] to Ce as little as possible

sensitive to the small variation of Q, choosing Si to fulfill

: 0.

effective action, as a Legendre transform -fulfills

(21)

an = o, (22)

and is a sum of 1PI vacuum diagrams with, the mass Q(x), quartic vertex 24X,

cubic vertex E4Xf>, and quadratic vertex (fi2-m£-l2X?2), where 9 is the

scalar V E V to the order k.

If we limit ourselves to the constant ft, the effective potential can *>e

expressed in terms of ordinary integrals In momentum space

£
(23)



where v(J'is a sum of 1P1 vacuum diagrams with j Interactions, The first

three terms are calculated in the Appendix. To trie given order, a can be

found as a root of the equation

an
= o,

Tne energy density contains all connected vacuum diagrams, However the

first order contribution is V (?„, S2), as all connected diagrams are 1P1.

Therefore, introducing the notation [10):

d p
1, (2)

1
4 J

(£Ti)

r V i
(25)

and taKing V(1>from the Appendix, we can write the energy density to tne

first order as

wnere S2 fulfi l ls

•Hie EP to the same order becomes

( 2 6 )

{27)

with ft fulfilling

(29)

and is exactly the same as the Gaussian Effective Potential (OEP). Hie GEP

was obtained by solving the functional Schroedlnaer equation in OFT by

variatlonal metluxi wltll Gaussian trial wave functional m , I E ] , and is

equivalent to tne Hartree approximation. It has been shown [12) that GEP is

- 9 -

the sum of 1P1 vacuum diagrams without overlapping divergencies, therefore

should fce nuch better approximation than the one Joop result, which sums

oniy all tadpoles attached to this loop. Ttie QEP has recently 'been studied

by Stevenson i"iO] in l, cL.'S and t space time dimensions. Our approach offers

the possibility of systematically ijiproving the variational result.

For *:0 the equation (gy) coincides with the "gap equation", which make

the radiative corrections to the self-energy in the scalar QFT vanish. This

approach cannot be directly generalized to make the study of the spon-

taneous synrretry breaKing possible. In the OPE we can study dynamical and

spontaneous symnetry breaking simultaneously.

D. Mean field theory

THe mean field approximation, proposed by Cooper, Quralnik and Kasdan

[13], can be formulated m patii integral approach [14]. Using the Gaussian

integral

D9 exp|- 7gr [e-Hm -4Xp )] j - = const = A (30}

the generating functional can be expressed as

(31)

Introducing the source S(x) ±or the field w

Z[J, S); A " 1 ] ! ^ expj- j~ io2-i!imsy)+se]-

f J»5 exp[- -|

and performing the integration over £> gives

Z[J,S) = lue exp(-NF[e, J, S31,

(32)

(33)

F[6, J, S] = .16X of.

• - 1 0 -



and

G '(x, y)M-<J2-ie(K))d<J£-y).
(35)

Ztte parameter N Has been introduced only to Identify the orders of the

expansion and is set equal to one at the end. For the N-component scalar

field the murker of components appears m (33) naturally, leading to the

large M expansion, Therefore, the mean Held result can be obtained by

setting N-l in tne given order of the large H expansion.

fulfillingTranslating the Integration variable

= O,

\»

*>
o

«-y.and repealing by ti gives

7 1 ] L'l - ̂ VT>J ->JK I <* I ̂ "1 I- r

(36)

(37)

if the operator — - is positive definite, the Gaussian integrals con-

verge, giving a series

7,[j, s) -- exp {MFW0, J, S) - | Tr un[ (38)

Replacing the sources by the bacKground fields v- . and o= , with

the aid of a Legendre transform the effective action P[*, i>} and the effec-

tive potential V(i>, i», for constant bacKground fields, can be obtained. In

the physical theory the sources are absent, therefore the effective poten-

tial fulfills

<5V _ , „

ana

(39)

Xho)

The auxiliary tieia i> can i« eliminated with the aid of (itQ) giving the

effective potential V(<>), tne stationary points of vtucti determine the true

VEV of tne iield «, according to (39)..

To the first order in l/N one obtains tne vacuum energy density

"16X O

wnere

= 0.

llie effective potential to this order is given by

, . d p
v r l K_ _i_ a _ £ d i_ r_jr_

q) P -li> (211) tq -ID) [(q+P) -1O>) '

with the VEV of the auxiliary field \> eliminated by the "gap equation"

•(1*3)

-A - i!lf i££_ i f anp f
ex ax ~ 2 £ J - '

- 0,
(£n) p -li>

consistency of the method requires that -ii>>0.

After replacing -us by ft and x t>y 3X the eq.t1*1*) coincides with the first

order QE, "gap equation" (29). It can be shown, that after elimination of

the auxiliary fields m the EP, the tree order HF approximation coincides

with the first order OP. result. The similarities of the MF and OF are due

to1 the fact, that In both methods some effects of the conposite fields are

included by means of the auxiliary field (-ID and ft ). ins difference in the

coupling constant is a reminescence of the fact, that the diagrams with the

coupling between different components of 0(N) nultiplet dominate if N is

large,

\m

IT?

i!
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111. OQMPAKiaON OF THK KUMtKlCAL

Tiie path integral quantization enables us to study slnul taneous ly the

Held Ur»eory in the arbitrary space time dimension. As the case n-1, which

is believed to describe ufr in our world, is tine n»st difficult, the theory

in lower dimensionalities is frequently studied. Tiie large order i>ehavior

of the perturbation theory nas been derived first fl6] in n='l dimension and

the divergence of the series was demonstrated. Afterwards, the Borel sum-

mability has been rigorously proven for m >O in n<4 dimensions [16]. For

m <O there are indications, that tne perturbation series is not even Borel

sunmable fl?].

We want to study the applicability of the approximations discussed in the

previous section to the evaluatiomof the effective potential. In this section

we will study the scalar field theory in n=0 and n-i dimension, when tne

"exact" result can be numerically found. It will be convenient to use

" n/(n-4)
dinensionless quantities. The rescaled energy density w=wx , as a

function oi J=JX(n+£'/'£y'(IWi); and the rescaled effective potential

V-.VX^*11"4', as a function of *n>x(n"£)/(n"4)/ii, depend on only one

parameter z- TJ m X

A. Itte slaple integral

In 2ero dimension tne functional integral for tne energy density becomes

the simple one dimensional integral

dx expt- ™ x£-i

wtucn can be calculated numerically, as well as all I ts derivatives. To

obtain the effective potential V(*), tne Legendre transform can be done

numerically. In the following we will use only the rescaled quantities

-13-

(Z;-^* ^, V=V+ j in*, and »=*>x " ) , therefore we snail suppress the cir-

cumflex accent.

To the first order in the considered approximations we have

a. Conventional loop expansion

to. Interpolated loop expansion

r

c. Optimized perturbation expansion

cuaj

d. Mean field

wnere

(1+9)

(50)

In the Of and HF the root of the "gap equation" is cnosen to assure the

consistency of tne method.

First, we would like to compare the energy density w(o) calcu-

lated in the above aproxitrations with the "exact" result (obtained

numerically). In Kig.l we show the dependence on z. Tne loop expansion is

determined only for z>0, and the Interpolated loop expansion for z<0. Both

approximations diverge for m =0. The optimised perturbation expansion for

..ill-



z<0 Ims two branches, depending on m e choice ot the solution of the clas-

sical equations cf motion (OPS for xQ-0 and OPN for x = t [- ~ ]
X), For

I2U3 OPS, and tor I21>3 OPH agrees better witn the "exact" result. The MF

result is reasonably good in the whole range of z.

Now, we discuss tne EP in the considered approximations. For z>0 the

results of the LE, Op and Ml-' are very similar and agree with the "exact"

one, therefore ve do not show them. For the LE and OP the agreement becomes

less, as z decreases and is very marked for negative venues of z. In Fig. 2

we have plotted the results for z = o, -1, -3 and -5. The discrepancy is

particularly large in the case of the LE. For z = 0 the conventional 1-loop EP

diverges at v-0 and approaches the "exact" result only for large v. For z<0

the i-loop lip diverges at *=-z/6, only for lz|>3 the second minimum of

finite depth appears at larger value of *. Hie shape of the EP Is very

different from the "exact" one, being rather similar to the classical W

potential. The Maxwell constuction cannot be done, as tne EP has no lower

bound. Trie ILE and MF approximate the numerical result, getting better with,

increasing izl. The LE and MF in zero dimension was compared by Bender and

Cooper [18] with the accurate EP obtained for strong coupling. They found,

that the one loop result is reliable only in the region of the convexity of

the EW potential. They claim also, that the 2ero order MF result agrees with

the accurate one, However, they mis sea the term - —ln(STi) in the accurate

result, as well as in the MF approximation. This term is first order- in MF,

therefore the difference between zero and first order MF is bigger, than

they claim. Only the first order MF gives a reasonable result m zero

dimension.

The first order OP, quite successful for small Izl, undergoes a "phase

transition" at z;z s-a. 85, when the minimum, which appears at */0 becomes

deeper then the minimum at *=O. m e shape of the EP di-Kers considerably

from the "exact" result, when |zl increases. The Maxwell construction makes

the agreement quite good. In our method we can calculate the perturbative

corrections to this result. To the second order, the equation, which maKes

the slope of the dependence of v on Q equal to zero (2lt) cannot be

a 2

satisfied by it >0. Ve can choose the root for which the real part of S2 is

positive. The real part of the resulting EP is shown in Fig. 3. We have

checKed, that the imaginary part of the EP is small as long as I Z K I Z I,

however for larger Izl it becomes considerable in the region between the

classical minima. Alternatively, we can looK for Q^ real and positive,

which minimizes a slope of the dependence of V on Si by setting the second

(or higher) derivative ecfual to zero, irie resulting EP differs from the

former one in the range, where the imaginary part was large. Therefore, for

Izl large, the tP in the region between the classical minima depends

heavily on the way of fixing S2, and the second order OPE is not well

defined. To the third (and all odd) order the situation is better, as the

equation (aH). has solutions for which Q >0. The comparison with the lower

orders results (Fig.3) shows, that the OP' converge smoothly to the "exact"

result only for 1zl<|zcrl. Above the "ptase transition" the contributions

of higher orders seem to increase with increasing |z|, especially for small

The energy density for vanishing source can be find as the value of the

EP at the global minimum (8). In the loop expansion only zero order gives a

finite value. However, the agreement with the "exact" result can be pertur-

batively mproved, it the value of the EP is taken at the local minimum,

which is close to the classical one, neglecting the infinitely deep global

minimum, in the OP, a similar situation appears. We can improve the first

order result, taking the value of the second order EP at the local mlninnm,

even if the minimum at v=0 becomes deeper. Even to the first order, if the

minimum at «/0 is obtained, the value of the EP differs from w(0) calcu-

lated directly in the same approximation (w(O) is equal to the value of

the EP at #=0). The result interpolates between OPS and QPN, approaching

-15- -16-



OFN tor large values of izl, therefore i t agrees better with the "exact"

resuit than w(0) calculated directly in the considered approximation.

B. Quantun mechanics

The f ield theory in one dimension (time) is interesting on i t s own, as

is the quantum mechanics of the anharmonic osci l la tor (AO). In this case

Jdt
i x f

dt
(52)

is the ground state energy of the AO in the time Independent electric field

J. 'Ihis energy can be obtained as the lowest eigenvalue of the

Schroedinger equation

I d m £
d ^ d

4
(53)

For J=O this is the standard textbooK example of perturbative calculations

o± bound state energies in QH. After proving Li 5], that the conventional

perturbation series diverges, much effort has been done to obtain ttie

sumnation method. THe reviews can be found in Hefs.i9 and SO, Most of them

consist m the partition of the Hamiltonian on the free and interaction

part, different than standard Ttie optimized perturbation expansion is

connected with the method proposed by Cashwell [HI] and KilllngbecK [2E] in

QH. in the perturbative calculation with the Hamiltonian written as

H In i o v \ +• f I \ v * Im O \v 1 V 5^ J
- ~ \p + it A / *- L"" ^ ^'^ — ̂ / " J •

they obtained very good evaluation of the bound state energies. For m >o

the ground state energy (which coincides with w(0) obtained in OPS) is

found with'the error less than 2.7. in the first order. For LW potential it •

was necessary to sum more orders (for small values of J. even to orders vere

not enough), it was shown by Stevenson [23], that the GEP is a generaliza-

tion of Cashwell's first order result, incorporating a translation of the

position operator. 'Ilie value of the GKP at minimum gives the ground state

energy with the error less than 10/., even tor iw. Ihe Of in UM is a

generalization ot the Cashweii-KillingbecK perturbative approach for non-

varushing external field J, which enables us to study the EF.

ivo find the exact Ef in QH, we have to solve the eq. (53). The accurate

eigenvalues for 2<0 faawe been obtained only -for J=0 by variational methods

LHtJ. To find the ground state energy for J/0, we have integrated the

differential equation (53} numerically, requiring the wave function to

vanish asymptotically and not to have any zero (for J=0 our results agree

up to e digits with the variational calculations [£4]). Afterwards, to

obtain the "exact" effective potential, the Legendre transform has been

done numerically.

In the following we will use the rescaled quantities (z=— m X ,

V=VX ' and <>=?X ), suppressing the accent. Tne approximations studied In

the previous section in the QM "become

a. Conventional Loop Expansion

P
ia* ) (55)

b. Interpolated Loop Expansion (in the region between the classical minima)

z e i -*
¥(*):- - + - (-4Z)^

c. Optimized Perturbation Expansion

(56)

V,,,:

witli 2 fulfilling the equation

ft3-

d. Mean Field

(57)

(58)

i_

-18-



where 12 fulfills

S i 3 - (60)

'me results for the ground state energy (Fig.t) and the EP (Figs. 5 and 6\

are similar, as In zero dimensional case, in the first order Lt there are

no divergencies in the w;u), nor in the EP (they appear only in the higher

orders), in the lLhl the effective potential is flat-bottomed. In the MF

and OF the shape of the EP is UKe in zero dimension, only the numerical

values are different. The "phase transition" in the first order OP effec-

tive potential takes place at zs-s. 61, as compared to zs-t?. H5 in zero

dimension. It can lie seen in Fig. 6, that the higher orders contribution to

V(O) increases for increasing Izi. Just the same is for w(O), as it equals

V(0) m the OP, This is in agreement with the Cashwell's ground state

energy w(O) calculations [21], where it was found, that for the parameters

corresponding to our zs-4 even £0 orders is not enough to obtain the

convergence. The value of the EP at minimum agrees better with the "exact"

ground state energy, thah w(0) calculated directly. This result can be

perturbativeiy improved if the deeper minimum, which develops in higher

orders at v-0 is discarded. Therefore, if the ground state energy is calcu-

lated as a value of the Hlf at mininum, all the discussed methods are

satisfactory. The only method, which gives the qualitatively good depend-

ence of the EP on * m Qrt is the mean field approximation.

IV. SCALAR CKJANTVM FIELD THEORY

If the dimension of the space time is greater than one, in every pertur-

batlve method the integrals in momentum space become divergent, therefore

they should be considered as regularized.

-19-

En the loop eauarti-1<T. trie r'arnvrmalizatiori csn be accxitipli-shed by exfa-esfi-

ing the effective action in terms of the physical mass and coupling

constant i t the VEV of the scalar field is equal to zero, as well as in the

case of spontaneously broken symmetry.

The f irst order OP is equal to the Gaussian EP, and has been studied by

Stevenson U'JJ- Defining the renormalized mass and coupling constant as

V :rn (61)

y dip 9-0

1

l + t > U

- 1

- 1

«y (62)

he has shown that there are two possibilities. If the positive bare cou-

pling constant X is kept fixed and positive, the renormalized one becomes

-£*• and the renormalized EP

V(v)= j KLj> -2W . (63)

is unstable. It can ĵg understood, ttiat the true minimum of the EP is at

cutoff scale, and all physics goes to infinity with it. The other pos-

sibility is the "precarious" theory [10], if the bare coupling constant is

infinitesimal and negative.

61_1(mR) L
1+ 2X1_.1 (rr̂)-l (6h)

Here we will discuss the zero order MF, as in this method divergencies

appear at the tree level, 'me renormalized mass and coupling constant are

4X10<V (65)

V dO4
(66)

Keeping fee bare coupling constant X fixed and positive, the renormalized

coupling constant approaches zero, and the renormalizea EP
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V(9)= j n^P (67)

becomes t r iv i a l . This i s in agreement with the resul t obtained in large N

expansion (ii5] . If the Dare coupling constant i s infinitesimal and

negative

^ . _! [1+ —1 — ] (68.)

the same "precarious" theory, as in the first order OP is obtained.

In the Euclidean formulation the generating functional Z[J] is well

defined oniy if the bare quartic coup!ing is positive, therefore we dismiss

the "precarious" theory, 'ihe results of OP and MF for scalar OFT with

positive bare coupling differs from the conventional, perturbatively renor-

malized theory. 'Ihe W-' result, that the ^normalized theory is trivial,

agrees with the rigorous results Vd<5]. This indicates, that the MF expan-

sion is the most reliable of the considered methods, as it is in lower

dimensional space tiros. The unstable EP obtained in the OP, can be at-

tributed to the breaking down of the method. In t ctimensions the parameter

z-ifli
£X£/(n~4)—> -co, as the bare mass should be negative to cancel IQ(HU)

£

contribution. In lower dimensions the OP method became worse with the

increase of izl for negative z and gives the w effective potential. Here

the wells are at the cutoff scale.
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In this Appendix we will calculate the effective potential V(«, Si) in the

optimized perturbation expansion up to the third order in t. The first

three terms in the expansion (23) are drawn in Kig. 7, by means of Feynman

diagrams. It is staightforward to derive the corresponding momentum

integrals.

-36 Vsr

(p^+ft2)

^ f

(Al,

W

and

(3)

(2ii)

+ 576X3

<2TT) (F (EH) (p +ST)

1
P 2 2 P P 2 2 2 2 2 2P

*ii ) (q +Q ) (r +Q ) (s +Q ) C(P+q+r) +fi J [(p4q+s) +G ]

J
<p£+Q£)£(q£+a£) ( r £ +Q £ ) [ (p tq

L(p+q)£+Q£]

- 2 2 -



,vw
VdTl)

3"

—^——z—3~? U «—5—-H

- ) J - ^

J-i.

" ' J n 2 2 3 (A3)

(2ii) (P +Q )

These expressions are finite only if the dimension of the space time

is less than 2. • In zero dimension we have to perform "the integration

in zero dimensional njanentum space" i.e. to drop all the integrals, setting

the momenta equal to zero and we obtain

fi J " • (A4-)

In one durension the one ctunensional momentum integrals can be easily

performed giving

4
8Q

3
sen

16Q

4Q
(A5)
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F i g.

Fig. 2

Fig 3

Fig. U

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig T

FIGURE CAPTIONS

The vacuum energy density «{0) in zero dimensional QFT is plotted

v 3 , 2 = _ s l - . The full line is the result calculated numerically

(EXACT).̂ The dotted lines are the one loop (LE) and the interpolated

one loop (ILE) results. The dashed lines are the first order

optimized perturbation expansion results if the symmetric (OPS) and

the unsyronetric (OPN) solution of the classical equations of motion

is chosen. The dashed-dotted line is the first order mean field (MF)

result.

The effective potential for z = —~TTj = 0, - 1 , - 3 , -5 m

dtaensional QFr. The classical (CL) and numerical (EXACT) effective

potential are shovn by full lines. The dotted lines are the one

loop (LE) and interpolated one loop (ILE) results. The dashed-dotted

line shows the f irst order mean field (MF) effective potential.

As Fig. 2, but for the optimized perturbation expansion. The first

order (OPl) is shoun by dashed l ine, the second order (0P2) by

dashed-dottod line and the third order (0P3) by dotted line.

The vacuum energy density v{0) in one dimensional «FT ( i .e . t h e ^

ground state energy of anharmonic oscillator) is plotted vs. z = ^ £ / ;

The denotation aE in Fig. 1.

The effective potential for z = "273" = °> " 1 ' ~ 3 ' " 5 ^

one dimensional QFT. The denotation as in Fig. 2.

A S Fig. 5, but for optimized perturbation expansion. The denotation

as in Fig. 3.

The Feynman diagrams, which contribute to the effective P ^ n t i a l

in the optimized perturbation expanse

The full line denotes the propagator

quartic (2kX) and cubic (2kX*) vertices' and the cross corresponds
p p 2

to quadratic vertex (Si - m - 12X<f").

in the first three orders.
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